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*  *  *

Course Description

Ever wondered how come things are the way they are, rather than as they are supposed to be? Some of these puzzlers will be explored. The two hour class is web based & will involve videos. From experience—a major foci of this class—we will only get to a portion of the agenda. That we don’t get to in our 120 minutes is available on-line to at http://www.drdsdomains.com/ Once there, click on top right tab, on Courses Offered, on Wacky Ways.

*  *  *

Our planned focus:

Welcome:  Nancy Cogswell (NC)

Welcome Challenge: Dennis Cogswell  (DC)

How the human brain works. (DC)

• Predication Loops

• Feelings are Chemical/Electrical in Nature

How the human mind works. (NC)

• Cognitive-Affective-Behavioral Domains.

• Affective Domain: Feeling & Valuing.

Our Perceptions & Biases; (DC)

• Figure-ground principle; Video  (DC)

• Dangerous Dualism: The Catsup or Ketchup Quandary (DC)

• How lightning/lightning rods really work (DC)
12 Minute Break for a Special Birthday Party

More Perceptions & Biases (DC)
  o Pat’s Perception (DC)
  o Earth to Universe Comparisons/Contrast. Video (NC)

Change. (DC)
  • All things change;
  • All things resist change.

How Groups Make Decisions- Handout (DC)

Preview for Fall 2019; Tick Tock The Clock Rules—The Time of Your Life (DC)

Q’s and A’s. (NC) (DC)

Resources. (DC)

  Several “free” on-line resources: www.DrDsDomains.com

Book One: Communication--Spring 2019

Book Two: Those Rascal Feelings-- Fall 2019 Book: Three: Relationships--2020

Book Four: Change--2020

Book Five: The Kids—The Neighbors—The Community 2021

* * *

Mantras for 2019

Life is exciting & a mystery. I want to experience & know about it all.

Dr. Dennis Cogswell

People Are My Passion.

Nancy Cogswell
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